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Abstract. Evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo) suggests a distinction between modular 
and systemic variation. In the case of modular change, the conservation of the overall structure helps 
recognizing affi nities, while a single, fast evolving module is likely to produce a bonanza for the 
taxonomist, while systemic changes produce strongly deviating morphologies that cause problems in 
tracing homologies. Similarly, changes affecting the whole life cycle are more challenging than those 
limited to one stage. Developmental modularity is a precondition for heterochrony. Analyzing a matrix 
of morphological data for paedomorphic taxa requires special care. It is, however, possible to extract 
phylogenetic signal from heterochronic patterns. The taxonomist should pay attention to the intricacies 
of the genotype→phenotype map. When using genetic data to infer phylogeny, a comparison of gene 
sequences is just a fi rst step. To bridge the gap between genes and morphology we should consider 
the spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression, and their regulation. Minor genetic change can 
have major phenotypic effects, sometimes suggesting saltational evolution. Evo-devo is also relevant 
in respect to speciation: changes in developmental schedules are often implicated in the divergence 
between sympatric morphs, and a developmental modulation of ‘temporal phenotypes’ appears to be 
responsible for many cases of speciation.
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Introduction
In the last two centuries, the relationships between biological systematics and developmental biology have 
widely fl uctuated. Looking at these relationships from the vantage point of systematics, the basic fact is 
that the vast majority of taxa have always been diagnosed on adult characters only, especially in the case 
of species and lower supraspecifi c taxa. Problems with earlier stages are of different nature, among which:

- objectively limited range of variation, compared with characters only displayed by the adult – think of 
copulatory organs and secondary sexual characters in animals, or fl ower and fruit traits in fl owering 
plants

- inadequate presence of non-adult specimens in collections, except for select groups such as 
amphibiotic insects
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- lack of information about the relationships between stages (what is the adult of this larva, or juvenile, 
and vice versa)

- lacking or limited interest in a precise identifi cation of non-adult specimens
- scattered but disquieting evidence that juveniles or larvae may eventually suggest a different pattern 

of relationships than the corresponding adults (e.g., brassoline nymphalids (Penz et al. 2013) and 
chalcosiine zygaenids (Yen et al. 2005) among the Lepidoptera; Staphyliniformia (Beutel & Leschen 
2005) and melolonthine scarabs (Allsopp & Lambkin 2006) among the Coleoptera; ‘nematocerans’ 
(Oosterbroek & Courtney 1995), sabethine mosquitoes (Judd 1998) and sepsids (Meier 1996) among 
the Diptera; see also a critical discussion in Meier & Lim (2009)). The problem is worsened by the 
lack of a sound theoretical background against which to look for a satisfactory resolution of this 
confl ict

To be sure, none of these diffi culties should be taken as universal and unanswerable. In particular, it is 
fair to remark:
- the abundance of useful diagnostic characters, other than those found in the adults, that are exhibited 

by non-adult specimens in many groups – exemplary are dragonfl ies and some groups of Lepidoptera
- the taxa of which non-adult specimens are much more accessible than the corresponding (often 

unknown) adults, and offer adequate diagnostic characters upon which species description and also 
a generic and suprageneric classifi cation can be based; this is the case of many families of mites (a 
good example, relative to the erythraeid genus Leptus Latreille, 1796, is Southcott 1992), the species 
of which are routinarily described on larvae

More than at lower taxonomic levels, information about early ontogenetic stages has often been 
regarded as informative of affi nities among major lineages. This has even contributed to the erection 
of supraphyletic assemblages, the names of which explicitly refer to developmental processes, such as 
Protostomia and Deuterostomia. An obvious great success of the strategy of inferring kinship from the 
shared possession of early developmental traits was the recognizion by Kowalewski (1866) of the close 
affi nities of vertebrates with what we now acknowledge as the non-vertebrate chordates. Curiously, 
exactly in the same year Haeckel (1866) formulated his biogenetic law, according to which phylogeny 
recapitulates ontogeny. There is no need to summarize here the history of the fading acceptance of 
Haeckel’s principle in the following decades. The interested reader is referred to Gould’s (1977) book 
for a detailed account. It is, however, fair to mention here that, despite the increasing disrepute into 
which falls the biogenetic law, an interest for ontogeny survived nevertheless in comparative biology 
and, specifi cally, in systematics. An ontogenetic criterion to establish homology between features of two 
different organisms is present indeed in Remane’s (1952) classic (pre-cladistic) approach to comparative 
anatomy, and was suggested by Hennig (1966) as a potential way to identify character polarity, a key 
step in reconstructing phylogeny.

A major conceptual limit of all these approaches was, however, the lack of a comprehensive scheme 
within which to interpret the relationships between development and evolution. Ironically, despite 
obvious progress in both fi elds, the problem effectively worsened during the central decades of the 
past century, because of the lack of dialogue between evolutionary biology and developmental biology 
(Amundson 2005). A renewed interested in the relationships between ontogeny and phylogeny or, 
more generally, between developmental biology and evolutionary biology, emerged eventually after 
the publication of Gould’s (1977) book, signifi cantly titled Ontogeny and Phylogeny, and rapidly 
consolidated, fi rst of all around the rapidly successful growth of comparative developmental genetics – 
witness Raff & Kaufman’s (1983) landmark volume on Embryos, Genes and Evolution. Soon thereafter, 
the new discipline of evolutionary developmental biology (more popular under the nickname of evo-
devo) emerged, its name deriving from the title of Hall’s (1992) well-targeted book.
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Today, we can characterize evolutionary developmental biology as a very active frontier of the life 
sciences. A perception of its scope and research agenda can be obtained by a perusal of books such 
as Hall (1998) and Hall & Olson (2003) or, perhaps more sizeably, by browsing the volumes of the 
few dedicated journals launched thus far (Evolution & Development; Journal of Experimental Zoology 
(Molecular and Developmental Evolution); Evo-Devo). It must be acknowledged that evo-devo’s 
boundaries with respect to the parent disciplines – evolutionary biology and developmental biology – 
are still far from being well-defi ned (see, e.g., Arthur 2002; Müller 2008), partly because evo-devo itself 
has stimulated a revisitation of the internal structure and research scope of both developmental biology 
(e.g., Minelli & Pradeu 2014) and evolutionary biology (e.g., Pigliucci & Müller 2010).

The consequences of the advent of evo-devo for a revisitation of the conceptual foundations and the 
improvement of practice in taxonomy are multiple and potentially far-reaching, as numerous examples 
demonstrate, some of which are discussed in this article. However, to date the issue has been explicitly 
and comprehensively addressed only by a few authors (Telford & Budd 2003; Cracraft 2005; Minelli 
2007, 2009, in press; Minelli et al. 2007; Minelli & Fusco 2012).

Before surveying, in the remaining of this article, key areas in which biological systematics can benefi t 
from intellectual exchange with evo-devo, it is fair to mention that evo-devo, in turn, necessitates help 
from taxonomy. At the most fundamental level, taxonomy is needed to get a correct identifi cation of 
the species used in experimental research. This is a far from marginal point, not only because many 
experimental biologists do not care enough for ascertaining the identity of the organisms used in the 
lab, especially when these belong to taxa very numerous in species and taxonomically diffi cult, but also 
because of the widespread occurrence of cryptic species that can be taken apart and eventually given a 
name only following adequate specialist study. Emblematic is the case of the ascidian Ciona intestinalis 
(Linnaeus, 1767). Only fi ve years after its genome sequence was published (Dehal et al. 2002), it was 
realized that the stocks labeled with this name and held in the labs in different parts of the world actually 
belonged to two different species, reproductively isolated but hardly distinguishable on morphological 
traits (Iannelli et al. 2007). Multiple species have also been treated as one in the case of the leech 
Helobdella triserialis (E. Blanchard, 1849), another popular model species (Siddall & Borda 2003; Bely 
& Weisblat 2006; Weisblat & Kuo 2009; Kutschera et al. 2013).

The choice of new model species is another problem in relation to which taxonomy – or, more explicitly, 
phylogenetics – is sometimes called for help by biologists interested in the evolution of development. 
This choice, however, is generally misguided, being based on misconceptions about phylogenetics and 
character evolution (discussed in Jenner 2006; Minelli & Baedke 2014). 

Developmental genes and phenotype
The so-called developmental genes, i.e., the genes with better documented effects on the control of 
development, have attracted interest as potential sources of useful phylogenetic information. Several 
studies have focused on the Hox genes, an obvious choice in view of their role in controlling major 
aspects of the overall body architecture such as the orderly sequence of body features along the antero-
posterior body axis. For example, Hox gene sequences have been used in reconstructing the relationships 
among bilaterian phyla (de Rosa et al. 1999; Balavoine et al. 2002; Passamaneck & Halanych 2004; 
Hueber et al. 2013), or to investigate phylogeny within large phyla (e.g., Arthropoda: Cook et al. 2001; 
Janssen et al. 2014).

The path is long, however, from the gene sequence to a morphological phenotype somehow depending 
on its expression.
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The relationships between genotype and phenotype (the so-called genotype→phenotype map) are now 
largely acknowledged as complex and non-linear (e.g., Alberch 1991; Altenberg 1995; West-Eberhard 
2003; Pigliucci 2010; Wagner & Zhang 2011). In other terms, rarely, if ever, does one gene correspond to 
one phenotypic trait, and vice versa. As a rule, a diversity of phenotypic traits is affected by the expression 
of one gene (pleiotropy), and different genes, or genetic cascades, may translate into undistinguishable 
phenotypes (convergence and/or redundancy).

This is exactly the place where evo-devo, with its focus on comparative patterns of expression of 
developmental genes, can play an important role in the service of systematics.

Next to comparing gene sequences, we can in fact move to compare gene expression patterns, in order 
to trace homologies, especially in cases where morphological evidence does not seem to be conductive 
to a defi nitive assessment. Interesting results have been obtained, for example, by Hughes & Kaufman 
(2002), Copf et al. (2003) and Angelini & Kaufman (2005) in tracing homologies between body regions 
of distantly related arthropod taxa by comparing expression patterns of Hox genes. The same  approach 
was used by Jager et al. (2006) (see also Manuel et al. 2006) to align the anterior appendages of 
pycnogonids with those of other arthropods.

An interesting exercise of ‘evo-devo cladistics’ has recently been presented by Stach (2014) for the 
major lineages of the deuterostomes, using a matrix of data such as the number of copies of genes in 
each Hox paralogous group (Hox1 to Hox13; his characters ## 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, … 61), but also Bmp-
expression on the prospective oral and aboral sides of the embryo (his characters ## 67 and 68). Matrix 
entries for characters of the latter kind result from a direct translation of the homology hypotheses 
implicit in evo-devo studies.

As said above, the relationships between change in gene sequence and change in phenotype are anything 
but linear. Wray et al. (2003) distinguished the following classes of evolutionary change in gene expression:
- changes in the spatial extent of gene expression. (e.g., Schiff et al. 1992; Brunetti et al. 2001; 

Scemama et al. 2002)
- changes in the timing of gene expression (transcriptional heterochrony), as documented for many 

taxa (e.g., Wray & McClay 1989; Kim et al. 2000; Skaer et al. 2002). For example, the bristle 
pattern on the notum of Diptera is regulated by the expression of the gene scute. Differences between 
more distantly related taxa, such as Ceratitis capitata (Wiedemann, 1824) (Tephritidae) (Wülbeck 
& Simpson 2000), Drosophila melanogaster Meigen, 1830 (Drosophilidae) (Romani et al. 1989) 
and Calliphora vicina Robineau-Desvoidy, 1830 (Calliphoridae) (Pistillo et al. 2002) result from 
different regulations of the spatial expression patterns of scute, but in the presence of identical spatial 
regulation, differences can emerge, due to differences in the timing of this gene’s expression, as 
revealed by the differences in the bristle pattern of Calliphora vicina compared to another calliphorid, 
Protophormia terranovae (Robineau-Desvoidy, 1830) (Skaer et al. 2002)

- changes in the level of gene expression. A path-breaking study on the developmental mechanisms 
underlying differences in beak shape among Darwin’s fi nches (Geospiza Gould, 1837 spp.) revealed 
that these are caused by the differential levels of expression of just two genes (bmp4 and calmodulin) 
(Abzhanov et al. 2004, 2006). In Drosophila Fallén, 1823, Marcellini & Simpson (2006) found that 
the development of the dorsocentral bristles – whose number and spatial arrangement are extensively 
used in species-level taxonomy in this genus and in other Diptera – depended on a genetic regulatory 
element, the dorsocentral enhancer, involved in the activatation of the scute gene in a cluster of cells 
from which, in species such as D. melanogaster, two bristles on the posterior scutum arise. In a few 
species, however, e.g., D. quadrilineata Meijere, 1911, a derived state has evolved, with anterior 
as well as posterior dorsocentral bristles. This character state correlates with an anterior expansion 
of the expression domain of the scute gene. This is in turn an effect of an evolutionary change in 
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the nucleotide sequence of the enhancer. The authors present this case as an example of how gene 
expression patterns can be modifi ed by a simple “evolutionary tinkering” of pre-existing enhancers, 
thus contributing to morphological diversifi cation.

The scope of variation
Modular vs. systemic variation
In a biology dominated by explanations of the structure of living beings in terms of adaptations, such 
as was the dominant perspective during much of the XIX and XX centuries, it was usual to stress 
the functional integration among body parts, in animals especially. This was remarkable in Cuvier’s 
(1812) pre-evolutionary law of the correlation among parts, as much as in Darwin’s (1859) view of 
the individual organism as the main unit of selection; the same perspective was also dominant in the 
Evolutionary Synthesis of mid XXth century.

Things have changed in the last few decades, largely under the impact of evolutionary developmental 
biology. This discipline characteristically focuses on the evolvability of organismal traits (Hendrikse 
et al. 2007), that is, on the arrival of the fi ttest rather than on the survival of the fi ttest. Focussing on 
developing systems, rather than on the adaptive value of the eventually ensuing phenotypes, invites 
acknowledging that a developing organism is a system of local modules dominated by specifi c dynamics 
(e.g., Wagner 1996; Schlosser & Wagner 2003; Klingenberg 2005). Eventually, a body part, which 
is ‘substantially’ individualized in developmental terms, turns out to represent one of those units the 
morphologist calls homologues (Wagner 1989). In evolutionary terms, modularity is a precondition for 
the occurrence of heterochrony, as a loose causal and functional coupling between modules allows these 
to change their dynamic parameters without necessarily disrupting the whole organism’s ontogeny.

However, the units of evolutionary change do not necessarily coincide with developmental modules. 
Changes are sometimes modular, affecting individual modules that often emerge as hot points of 
morphological evolution, but in other instances evolutionary change is systemic, affecting – more or less 
literally – the whole organism (Minelli 2015). This distinction between modular and systemic change is 
of utmost interest to the taxonomist.

In the case of localized, modular change, the conservation of the overall structure helps in recognizing 
the affi nities of the involved species, and the fast evolving module is likely to produce a bonanza for the 
taxonomist. This is the case with the copulatory structures of a great number of insect groups, with the 
chewing structures (mastax) of rotifers, with the gonopods of the males of helminthomorph millipedes. 
The last case deserves a more detailed account.

In these millipedes, the number of walking legs varies between 32 and 375 pairs. Except for minor 
peculiarities of the fi rst pair, or the fi rst few pairs, all these walking appendages are morphologically 
identical in the females and in male juveniles. New pairs of legs are added at each moult. At later stages, 
however, the eighth pair of legs, often also the ninth, of the male undergo a unique metamorphosis 
(non-systemic metamorphosis; Drago et al. 2008, 2011) and are replaced in the adult by specialized 
sexual appendages (gonopods) used as claspers or to transfer sperm. In most millipede species, these 
appendages differ dramatically from walking legs, and show up a fantastic diversity of shapes, often 
too complex to be adequately described in words. These gonopods are by far the single most important 
source of taxonomic characters for millipede taxonomy.

Things are completely different wherever morphological evolution has been systemic, rather than 
modular. In this case, the whole body architecture is likely to have been so deeply affected as to cause 
great diffi culty in recognizing (on morphology alone) the actual affi nities of the derived lineage. Two 
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conspicuous examples of systemic morphological evolution are provided by two plant groups, the 
riverweeds and the duckweeds. The riverweeds (family Podostemaceae) are tropical aquatic plants, 
whose vegetative structures deviate strongly in comparison with all other fl owering plants. In the most 
derived species, none of the conventional vegetative parts of angiosperms are recognizable and the whole 
plant is more reminiscent of an alga than of a plant with roots, stem, branches and leaves. Duckweeds 
(Araceae: Lemnoideae) have been found to represent a basally splitting lineage within the arum family 
(Henriquez et al. 2014), but their vegetative structure is the most unusual among the fl owering plants: 
the whole photosynthetic structure is represented here by an irregular disk-shaped body, or by a small 
cluster of such small, fl oating bodies, out of which one or more roots sprout out. The ultimate member of 
this lineage is Wolffi a arrhiza (L.) Horkel ex Wimm., a simple subspherical blob of green matter, perhaps 
one millimeter in diameter. 

The phenotypic consequences of evolvability are sometimes limited to a single developmental stage, 
sometimes pervasive over the whole life cycle. Think of cirripeds like Balanus da Costa, 1778 and 
Lepas Linnaeus, 1758, which begin the post-embryonic phase of development as typical crustacean 
larvae, but later change into very unusual adults whose real affi nities were discovered only when their 
metamorphosis was fi rst observed by Thompson (1830, 1835). This contrasts with organisms represented 
along their entire life cycle by oddly shaped stages such as the minuscule cycliophorans that live on the 
appendages of the Norwegian lobster: to describe their developmental stages, zoologists were forced 
to introduce new terms such as the Pandora larva and the Prometheus larva, because the terminology 
available for other animals did not offer adequate labels for these unique forms (Obst & Funch 2003), 
whose phylogenetic affi nities still remain problematic (Sørensen et al. 2000; Giribet et al. 2004; Neves 
et al. 2012).

Ontogenetic patterns of variation
Most people, a majority of biologists included, tacitly take for granted that development is a sequence 
of events proceeding from an egg (or a seed, a spore, a bud) towards the adult, with an accompanying 
increase in complexity, the latter being theoretically diffi cult to defi ne, but suggested in practice, for 
example, by the number and diversity of cell types, or differentiated body parts (e.g., Bonner 1988; 
McShea 2000).

This view of development squares well with von Baer’s (1828) ‘law’ that traced a parallelism between 
the ontogenetic progression throughout embryonic development and the emergence of morphological 
characters diagnostic of increasingly lower taxa. However, this popular view of development is 
conceptually unsatisfactory (Minelli 2011, 2014) and potentially misleading as a guide to extracting 
information of taxonomic or phylogenetic scope. In part, the problem is caused by heterochrony, a 
feature of comparative developmental biology of which Haeckel was already well aware and to which 
I will return below. But there is another aspect, only revealed by the recent advances in evo-devo. The 
range of variation does not regularly increase in time, beginning with egg cleavage. Irrespective of our 
preferences in fi xing the starting point and the end of a developmental sequence, the most conservative 
step is not the egg (which is a very specialized cell; Boyden & Shelswell 1959; Song et al. 2006; Minelli 
2014), but a multicellular stage called the phylotypic stage (Sander 1983; Slack et al. 1993) such as the 
germ-band stage in arthropods and the pharyngula in vertebrates; or, perhaps more sensibly, a phylotypic 
period (Richardson 1995; Richardson et al. 1997).

If we track the ontogenetic pathways of representatives of a given phylum starting from the zygote, we 
will see them converging towards the phylotypic stage, and only moving ahead from this stage do they 
start diverging according to the popular, von Baerian model. The latter, eventually, has been replaced by 
an hourglass model, the narrowest point of which is the phylotypic stage (Duboule 1994).
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This analysis may eventually turn into a guide to searching for phylogenetically more informative 
stages along an ontogenetic trajectory. The conservative phylotypic stage is arguably a choice target 
if we are looking for characters useful to diagnose higher-level taxa, whereas for information useful in 
comparisons between lower taxa, e.g., species ordinarily classifi ed in the same genus, we are advised 
to look elsewhere. In different groups, different developmental phases may turn out to be more variable 
and informative. For example, in a comparative study of the developmental sequences of many species 
of Niphargus Schiödte, 1847 (Crustacea: Amphipoda), Fišer et al. (2008) found that spine development 
and shifts in allometric growth do not occur at random times, the highest degree of heterochrony (a 
proxy for independence between events) being found mainly in early mid-aged instars. Similar studies 
on other taxa may well be rewarding.

Founder evolvability and character independence
Systematists should always try to check for the mutual independence of the traits on which a phylogenetic 
analysis will be performed. However, convincing evidence of independence, or of a lack of it, is not 
always easy to obtain. As a consequence, every bit of information, even of circumstantial nature, is 
welcome.

Useful suggestions can derive, for example, by examining data in the light of Flohr et al.’s (2013: 20663) 
concept of founder evolvability, defi ned “as the maximal range of derived organisms with different 
niches that can be accessed from the founding ancestor by mutation and recombination over an interval 
of evolutionary time.” The authors’ experiments on bacteria have demonstrated how the dynamics 
of adaptive radiation are constrained by the niche occupied by the founder. The principle, however, 
applies also to natural radiations, especially if these evolved in exclusive and adaptively demanding 
environments. 

In the specifi c case of evolutionary lineages characterized by a trend towards decreasing body complexity, 
the principle of founder evolvability turns out to be similar to the economic principle of diminishing 
returns: the more you have cut away, the less remains to be further deleted in the future. This may 
provide a simple explanation for the trend observed in the parasitic fl atworms by Brooks & McLennan 
(1993). Of 1882 character transformations implied by their phylogeny, only 10.8% could be described 
as a loss. But it could hardly be otherwise: on the principle of diminishing returns, a high prevalence of 
anatomical simplifi cation in the nodes closest to the root of the tree has arguably determined the scarcity 
of further losses along the tree branches.

Discontinuous variation
Virtual characters 
A quite unexpected peculiarity of the genotype→phenotype map is the fact that the phenotypic expression 
of a gene, or gene network, can disappear for a long time, but still remain ready to resurface, following 
minor genetic change or a targeted external stimulus. For example, simple treatments with hormones 
have been shown to release the expression of complex phenotypes not known to occur today in nature. 
In this way, Kim et al. (2006) were able to obtain males from all-female populations of cladocerans. The 
treatment caused the (re)appearance of sex-specifi c characters that were subsequently used in taxonomic 
identifi cation and phylogenetic inference. A similar treatment was applied by Glenner et al. (2008) 
(see also Scholtz 2008) to representatives of a crustacean clade only known for early larval stages (the 
so-called Y-larvae), thus obtaining more advanced developmental stages from which useful taxonomic 
characters could be studied.
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Saltational evolution
Irrespective of the metrics we adopt to evaluate the phenetic distance between two species, it is not 
always easy to distance oneself from the naïve preconception that the phenetic distance is a prima 
facie proxy for the age of divergence. But this is not necessarily true: both smaller changes and larger 
transitions happen in fact along the history of life (Orr 1998). In other words, evolution offers examples 
of discontinuities (cf. Frazzetta 2012) that cannot be explained as the end result of a long chain of 
individually small (possibly adaptive) changes.

Larger morphological discontinuities have often provided diagnostic traits of higher taxa, such as the 
gastropods’ torsion of the visceral sac or the dramatic directional asymmetry of the fl atfi shes.

Before the advent of evo-devo, the very idea of saltational evolution as an explanation for 
macroevolutionary transitions (as suggested, for example, by Goldschmidt (1940)), was strictly banned 
as heretical. However, an appreciation of the nonlinear character of the genotype→phenotype map is 
enough to realize how major phenotypic changes can be accomplished in a leap. For example, a single-
gene mutation was probably responsible for the evolution of the bilaterally symmetrical orchid fl ower 
from an ancestor with a radially symmetrical one (Theißen 2009). Similarly, a small genetic change may 
explain a sudden duplication of the number of leg pairs observed in scolopendromorph centipedes. Most 
of the ca. 700 species of Scolopendromorpha described thus far have a fi xed number of 21 pairs of legs, 
although a sizeable minority has 23 (the number of leg-pairs in adult centipedes is always odd). The only 
scolopendromorph genus from which both numbers (21 and 23) have been recorded is Scolopendropsis 
Brandt, 1841 and, more precisely, individuals with either 21 or 23 pairs of legs seem to coexist in 
S. bahiensis (Brandt, 1841). This was the whole story before the discovery of S. duplicata Chagas, 
Edgecombe & Minelli, 2008, where leg-bearing segments are either 39 or 43 (Chagas et al. 2008). This 
is, indeed, the only major difference between the two species, the split between which is likely to be 
quite recent. In this case, we can hypothesize that speciation has been accompanied by a duplication of 
trunk segment number, a phenotypically major leap, but one that was very likely the effect of a minor 
change in terms of developmental control (Minelli et al. 2009).

In the fl owering plants, dramatic changes in overall morphology, such as a transition from centimeter 
size and herbaceous habit to meter height and woody tree structure, may happen within a genus, and in 
such a short time as not to involve the establishment of a complete reproductive barrier. For example, 
within genera represented on continents by small herbaceous species, huge size and woody stem have 
recently evolved in species or groups of species colonizing oceanic islands. Among the many examples 
given by Carlquist (1974) in his extensive treatment of island fl oras, there are several representatives of 
the Asteraceae (large woody species of Bidens L. in Southern Polynesia, of Senecio L. in New Zealand 
and of Centaurea L. in the Canary Islands), but also conspicuous examples in Echium L. (Boraginaceae) 
and Euphorbia L. (Euphorbiaceae) on Madeira, the Canary Islands and Cape Verde Islands. Worthy 
of special attention are the Hawaiian Asteraceae usually classifi ed in the genera Dubautia Gaudich., 
Wilkesia A. Gray and Argyroxiphion DC. Their, probably recent, common ancestor has been inferred to 
have been similar to some living shrubby Dubautia species, but this group has diversifi ed into several 
distinct life forms, including the thick cushions of densely packed silvery linear leaves known as the 
silverswords (Argyroxiphium spp.). Habitus differences among these plants are enormous; nevertheless, 
they are not completely isolated reproductively, as witnessed by a hybrid between a Dubautia species 
and an Argyroxiphium species found in nature (Carlquist 1980). Woodiness has also evolved in other 
places, as in the alpine belt of the highest mountains of Africa, where some huge Senecio and Lobelia 
L. are found, among others.
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Heterochrony and phylogenetics
Heterochrony is defi ned (Klingenberg 1998) as evolutionary change in rates and timing of developmental 
processes. Patterns of heterochrony may contain phylogenetic signals. For example, Guralnick & Lindberg 
(2001) used the timing of cell lineage events to generate a phylogenetic tree of several lophotrochozoan 
taxa that turned out to agree in many respects with trees based on traditional morphological characters.

The problem is how to extract from heterochronic patterns phylogenetically useful data. This problem 
has repeatedly been addressed since the last decade of the past century, and solutions were proposed 
following a revisitation of the concept of heterochrony that suggested a perspective other than the 
traditional one long established by the works of de Beer (1930, 1940), Gould (1977), Alberch et al. 
(1979), McNamara (1986, 1995), McKinney (1988) and McKinney & McNamara (1991). This 
traditional approach focused on growth heterochrony, i.e., on developmental changes in size and shape 
relationships. Two major classes of heterochronic patterns were thus distinguished: paedomorphosis (an 
organism reaches sexual maturity while retaining juvenile traits, compared to its close ancestors and/or 
relatives) and peramorphosis (maturation is delayed and growth period is extended).

This approach does not cover the whole range of heterochronic patterns and does not even include those 
potentially more useful for the taxonomist. This is why Smith (1997) and Velhagen (1997) suggested 
a different approach, called sequence heterochrony, in which heterochrony is identifi ed in the changes 
in the sequence order of developmental events within the ontogenetic sequence. Techniques to analyze 
sequence heterochronies are discussed, e.g., in Velhagen (1997), Richardson et al. (2001), Smith (2001, 
2002, 2003), Bininda-Emonds et al. (2002, 2007), Schulmeister & Wheeler (2004), Jeffery et al. (2005), 
Goswami (2007), Blomquist (2008), Harrison & Larsson (2008), Werneburg & Sanchez-Villagra (2009) 
and Wilson et al. (2010).

The taxonomist must be aware of the fact that heterochrony is sometimes noticeable even at the 
intraspecifi c level. Examples have been provided by de Jong et al. (2009) for a Lake Victoria cichlid and 
by Tills et al. (2011) for the pond snail, Radix balthica (Linnaeus, 1758).

Paedomorphosis
The misleading effects of paedomorphosis on phylogenetic analysis have been accurately discussed in 
an important study on salamander phylogeny. Wiens et al. (2005) demonstrated that most paedomorphic 
families had been clustered in a single clade by a previous phylogenetic analysis (Gao & Shubin 2001) 
based on morphological data, largely because of the absence, in the paedomorphic lineages, of those 
synapomorphies that in non-paedomorphic taxa develop at metamorphosis. An additional problem was 
the parallel retention, in the paedomorphic lineages, of traits associated with the aquatic habitat typical 
of salamander larvae. 

Heterochrony and fl owering plant taxonomy
Most of the recent progress in evo-devo has involved metazoans, not only at the experimental level, 
but also in conceptual advances. There is, however, a wonderful opportunity to extend this progress to 
plants and, indeed, to all organisms beyond metazoans. In the case of fl owering plants, in particular, the 
literature is full of data generated under traditional research schemes that can be fruitfully reinterpreted 
in the light of evo-devo. This is, specifi cally, the case of heterochrony. In order to stimulate research in 
this fi eld, I will devote here a couple of pages to summarizing evidence demonstrating the phylogenetic 
signal present in heterochronic patterns in fl owering plants.
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1. Major phenotypic effects obtained through ‘cheap’ heterochronic changes 
In a classic paper on the role of single-gene mutations in the evolution of fl owering plants, Hilu (1983) 
suggested, that “nonpolygenic macromutations supplemented with micromutation” can be responsible 
for the large morphological gaps existing between higher taxa. The phenotypic effects of heterochrony 
are usually small, but can occasionally be so conspicuous as to explain why genus-level distinctions 
have often been introduced in the past to separate groups of species that differ in one obvious trait 
from their closest relatives, within whose radiation they are nevertheless deeply nested. Box et al. 
(2008) presented a couple of interesting examples concerning the European orchids. It does not require 
specialist knowledge to distinguish the species traditionally ascribed to the genus Nigritella Rich. from 
those ascribed to Gymnadenia R. Br., but molecular evidence places the former fi rmly within the latter 
genus, suggesting a recent origin for their peculiarities in the shape of fl owers and infl orescences. The 
same is true for the orchid known as Coeloglossum viride (L.) Hartm., which is nothing but a species 
of Dactylorhiza Necker ex Nevski, mainly deviating in the relative length of spur vs. labellum. In either 
instance, the differences formerly taken to deserve acknowledgement at the generic level turn out to be 
simple heterochronic effects of differences in the growth rate of two parts of the fl ower.

2. Modularity and character independence
A traditional problem in retrieving and coding information for phylogenetic analysis is how to ensure the 
mutual independence of characters. This problem has frequently emerged also in the recent literature on 
sequence heterochrony (cf. the literature cited above). This diffi culty, however, is reduced to a minimum 
wherever a body part behaves as a developmentally independent module. In plants, this has been shown, 
for example, in the case of the nectariferous petals of Delphinium L. (Ranunculaceae) (Guerrant 1982). 
In Bauhinia L. (Fabaceae) the individual petals and stamens behave as separate homologues; thus, within 
the genus there are species like B. blakeana Dunn, with 5 petals and 3 fertile stamens, alongside species 
like B. divaricata L., with 2 petals and 1 functional stamen only (Wunderlin 1983; Chen et al. 2010).

3. Peramorphosis and paedomorphosis in Campanulaceae
In the current circumscription, Campanulaceae include a clade (Lobelioideae) often segregated in the 
past as an independent family, Lobeliaceae. This clade is extremely diverse, especially in terms of 
growth form, including very small, centimeter-high herbaceous plants as well as giant woody shrubs, 
up to 9 m in height. Spectacular examples of the latter life form are the species classifi ed in the genus 
Cyanea Gaudich., an Hawai’ian endemic (Givnish et al. 2009). The tallest Cyanea species grow through 
juvenile stages that apparently retain more of the traits of the herbaceous ancestors, thus suggesting a 
peramorphic trend. However, there are also Cyanea species of reduced size and juvenile habitus, which 
suggest an opposite, paedomorphic trend (Lammers 1990). This hypothesis deserves revisitation based 
on molecular evidence.

4. Heterostyly and homoplasy
Heterostyly is a peculiar kind of polymorphism exhibited by a number of plant species (examples are 
known for 199 genera in 28 plant families; Naiki 2012), where individual plants belong to one or the 
other of two alternative phenotypes (distyly); quite rare are species with three different morphs (tristyly). 
In the case of distyly, some plants produce fl owers with the stylus much longer than the stamen fi laments 
(pin phenotype), while the others produce fl owers with stamen fi laments much longer than the stylus 
(thrum phenotype). Pollination is effective only if the pollinated plant belongs to the other phenotype in 
respect to the pollen-producing individual. Plant species monomorphic for the relative length of stamens 
and stylus are said to be homostylous. In Amsinckia Lehm. (Boraginaceae), a genus which includes 
both homostylous and heterostylous species, heterostyly is produced by heterochrony (Li & Johnston 
2010). The growth curve for the pistil is identical in the homostylous A. vernicosa Hook. & Arn. and in 
the thrum fl owers of a related heterostylous species (A. furcata Suksdorf); the growth curve of the free 
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stamen fi lament is identical in the homostylous and the pin fl owers of the heterostylous species. Within 
the genus, heterostyly has been reconstructed as the plesiomorphic condition, which is however derived 
in a wider, family-wide context. But a few Amsinckia are homostylous, as a consequence of character 
reversal. The homostylous A. vernicosa has evolved from a heterostylous ancestor comparable to A. 
furcata, whereas the homostylous A. gloriosa Eastw. ex Suksdorf has evolved from a heterostylous 
ancestor comparable to A. douglasiana A. DC; thus, the relationship between A. vernicosa and A. 
gloriosa is an interesting case of heterochrony-based homoplasy.

5. Phylogenetic signal of heterochronic patterns in the Leguminosae
Evo-devo is probably the ultimate resource we can use to dispose of the last surviving remnants of the 
century-old idea that different kinds of characters are the most adequate to diagnose taxa of different 
levels. Not so long ago as 1984, Tucker adopted a naïve version of recapitulation to suggest an operational 
dichotomy between morphological and morphogenetic characters in the Leguminosae. In his scheme, 
traits fi xed early in ontogeny, such as the order of initiation and the position of organs, should be given 
value at higher (subfamily, tribe) levels, and traits fi xed later in ontogeny, such as size, shape, and 
possible fusion of petals and other organs, should instead be given value at lower (genus and species) 
levels. This ignores heterochrony, of which there are many examples in this clade of plants. In the end, 
however, heterochrony turns out to be phylogenetically informative. 

Still within the legumes, for example, Grimes (1999) determined that the heterochronic separation 
of vegetative and reproductive growth, causing caulifl ory, is a synapomorphy of the clade Zygia, 
whereas the so-called Inga alliance (Cojoba Britton & Rose, Cathormion (Benth.) Hassk., Inga Miller, 
Macrosamanea Britton & Rose, Zygia P. Browne) is characterized by another heterochrony, i.e., the 
persistent activity of its meristems, although with character reversal in the subclade Inga+Cathormion. 
In another study, where the unusual fl ower of Duparquetia orchidacea Baill. was compared to those 
of other legumes (Cercis canadensis L., Petalostylis labicheoides R. Br., Labichea lanceolata Benth., 
Dialium guineense Willd. and Tamarindus indica L.), Prenner & Klitgaard (2008) demonstrated the 
effects on fl ower morphology of heterochronies such as anticipation or retardation of a whole whorl 
with respect to another, or of a single organ (e.g., a sepal or a petal) with respect to the other elements 
of its whorl.

Finally, Citerne et al. (2006) have shown that late development can reverse a trend apparently determined 
at an early developmental stage. For example, in another legume (Cadia purpurea (G. Piccioli) Aiton), 
a fl ower that initially seems to develop into a bilaterally symmetrical (zygomorphic) fl ower, such as one 
of Lupinus L., ‘corrects’ its reduction in symmetry and eventually matures as a radially symmetrical 
(actinomorphic) fl ower.

Evo-devo revisitation of character reversal 
Another critical point in phylogenetic analysis is the plausibility of character reversal. Dollo’s (1893) 
macroevolutionary law states that structures that are lost in evolution will not be regained. If universally 
true, Dollo’s law would provide an important constraint on our reconstructions of phylogeny. However, 
a formal test of this hypothesis is possibly unfeasible; at least, ancestral character state reconstruction 
does not seem to offer a reliable criterion to evaluate it (Cunningham 1999). As a consequence, we 
should turn to empirical evidence. Indeed, there are a number of recent phylogenetic studies suggesting 
exceptions to Dollo’s law. Wiens (2011) has offered strong evidence of the re-evolution of mandibular 
teeth in the frog genus Gastrotheca Fitzinger, 1843. Based on a time-calibrated phylogeny for 170 
amphibian species, mandibular teeth were apparently lost in the last common ancestor of modern frogs 
some 230 million years ago (Mya) but have been regained in the Gastrotheca lineage in the last ca. 5–17 
million years. 
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Evo-devo and speciation
Speciation processes are seldom studied from the point of view of changes in developmental control and 
timing (e.g., Naisbit et al. 2003), but this perspective deserves closer attention.

Developmental evolution and sympatric speciation
In several plant and animal species, two or more well-defi ned ‘morphs’ occur in the same area (the same 
basin, in the case of aquatic organisms), with alternative phenotypes generally confi ned to different 
habitats (e.g., Landry et al. 2007). The question is, how two or more morphs of the same species (up 
to four, e.g., the deep-, shallow-, river- and bay spawning morphs of the whitefi sh Coregonus lavaretus 
(Linnaeus, 1758) in Lake Femund, Norway; Østbye et al. 2005) can co-exist indefi nitely in conditions of 
strict or approximate sympatry. Far from being an exceptional case, this multiplicity of syntopic morphs 
is usual in the salmonids of the genus Coregonus Linnaeus, 1758 in lakes of eastern North America 
(Pigeon et al. 1997) and the Central Alps (Douglas et al. 2005). The morphs found in one basin have 
demonstrably differentiated independently of a parallel divergence in other basins. 

Changes in the regulation of ontogeny are largely responsible for the differences between sympatric 
morphs. Differences in the time required by the embryo to develop till hatching (Rogers & Bernatchez 
2006) are often involved, together with differential gene expression throughout the entire embryonic and 
early post-embryonic development. After hatching, differences in gene expression between sympatric 
morphs are even more conspicuous (Nolte et al. 2009). In another case, during embryonic development 
the transcriptome of two sympatric morphs was nearly identical, but defects in the hybrids between them 
suggested extensive disruption of regulatory control of gene expression, apparently affecting over 2000 
genes, including crucial developmental genes (Renaut & Bernatchez 2011).

Developmental Timing and Speciation
The importance of evolutionary developmental biology in addressing taxonomic questions is greatly 
increased if we open evo-devo’s scope from the exclusive consideration of development and evolution 
of morphology to the additional consideration of the developmental control and evolution of temporal 
phenotypes (Minelli & Fusco 2012). Temporal differences in the life cycle are indeed often important in 
ensuring prezygotic isolation between newly divergent populations. Alexander & Bigelow (1960) used 
the term ‘allochronic speciation’ for those cases of sympatric speciation where temporal differences in 
the life cycles foster the isolation between two divergent populations. The plausibility of this scenario is 
strongly supported by well-documented cases of either individual or geographic variation in life history 
traits that would easily lead to temporal isolation of initially conspecifi c populations.

For example, populations with egg diapause and populations without egg diapause co-exist in the 
North-American crickets Eunemobius carolinus (De Geer, 1773), Miogryllus verticalis (Serville, 1838) 
and Teleogryllus commodus (F. Walker, 1869). In other crickets (Allonemobius fasciatus (De Geer, 
1773), Oecanthus niveus (De Geer, 1773) and Oe. quadripunctatus Beutenmüller, 1894) the number of 
generations per year varies between 1 and 3 according to the population (Alexander 1968).

Individual variation in life history schedule is known for the North American cicadas of the genus 
Magicicada Davis, 1925, whose short adult season is usually reached at either 13 (e.g., M. tredecim 
(Walsh & Riley, 1868), M. tredecassini Alexander & Moore, 1962, M. tredecula Alexander & Moore, 
1962) or 17 years of age (e.g., M. septendecim (Linnaeus, 1758), M. cassinii (Fisher, 1852), M. 
septendecula Alexander & Moore, 1962). Interestingly, there are occasional records of 13-year cicadas 
emerging later than expected, but exactly 4 years later, that is, as 17-year cicadas (Marshall et al. 2011). 
Additionally, phylogeny suggests a 13-year cycle as the primitive condition in this clade, with three 
independent transitions to a 17-year cycle. An example of closely related, parapatrically distributed 
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species with different developmental length are the 17-year M. septendecim and the 13-year M. tredecim 
(Marshall & Cooley 2000). A detailed discussion of developmental plasticity and speciation in these 
cicadas was provided by West-Eberhard (2003). 

Phenologically distinct populations with parapatric distribution are also known for the pine bark 
bug Aradus cinnamomeus Panzer, 1806 (Heliövaara et al. 1988). Maturity is usually reached by this 
hemipteran at the age of 2 years and individual populations are known to mature synchronously, some in 
the odd, some in the even years. Odd-year bugs are occasionally found in the even-year area, but are very 
rare, as are occasional even-year bugs in odd-year populations. Parapatric populations reaching maturity 
in alternate years are thus virtually isolated, reproductively, but the whole picture is complicated by the 
existence of peripheral populations with a 3-year life cycle.

In some fl owering plants, seasonal dimorphism or polymorphism has been described, for example in 
several genera of the Orobanchaceae such as Odontites Ludwig, Euphrasia L., Melampyrum L. and 
Rhinanthus L. (e.g., de Soó & Webb 1972), but also in Gentianella Moench (Gentianaceae) (Pritchard 
& Tutin 1972; Lennartsson 1997) and in Solidago L. (Asteraceae) (e.g., Pors & Werner 1989). In 
Rhinanthus, a discontinuity between early- and late-fl owering plants has long been interpreted as 
largely due to haymaking, at least in high altitude localities where this is done only once or twice 
per year; this may have helped in reducing the potential gene fl ow between early- and late-fl owering 
phenotypes, between which morphological differences would have rapidly accumulated (see, however, 
Briggs & Walters (1997) for a critical assessment of this case). Flora Europaea authors responsible for 
these genera (e.g., de Soó & Webb 1972; Pritchard & Tutin 1972) have provided keys and descriptions 
for all the best characterized seasonal phenotypes in these genera without attempting to assess their 
taxonomic status. In a more recent study on Gentianella species, however, Lennartsson (1997) suggests 
that one and the same (macro)species can be represented in some areas by a single, long fl owering 
and morphologically variable form, in other areas by two sympatric forms, phenologically distinct and 
morphologically distinguishable. The latter condition may eventually represent an incipient stage of 
speciation. What matters in the context of our analysis is the fact that these alternative phenotypes are 
produced by a different developmental regulation of fl owering time.
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